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MDickie Android 2.2 + Version: $1,530 0 Wrestling Revolution 3D (MOD, Premium Unlocked) - Fun matches every week for ratings. Seeing each side of the curtain gives you a better appreciation for each other, and ensures that you will never grow bored to fight again! Wrestling Revolution 3D - a great colorful has a
wrestling simulator. Very high-quality fights in the big ring with a lot of astonishing tricks, where the gamer will have to twist, break the arms and legs of rivals, the same fighters as him. Initially, you need to go through a level of training with a mentor. Your teacher will say and even show the correctness of applying various
effective strikes, show all kinds of finishes, combinations and various techniques, skillfully using which will make the opponent lie in the ring for a long time. If you think you're cool and invincible, then look for a stronger opponent. The game contains 10 of all kinds of ways, giving the opportunity to fight in an iron cage, ten
to ten, a battle for knockout, the usual training battles and fights with all sorts of improvised means that are near you. All the things and objects that were near you in the ring, it is permissible to take in your hands and start thuding your enemy. Despite dynamic gaming in Wrestling Revolution 3D is not the best graphic
effects, to be honest, they are simply a nightmare, spoiling all the impressive feel of the game. The fighters, the referee and the crowd are not well drawn, for this reason the game itself begins to suffer in which there is no desire to play more than ten minutes. However, if players love spectacular battles, and graphic
effects do not interest, then let them take over this wrestling and enjoy the game. Looking for some real action as you free to control your bulky character in wrestling revolution 3D. Create your own characters as you pick up this awesome wrestling challenge and challenge your opponents in epic brawls. Choose from a
variety of different tournaments as you help your hero fulfill his dreams of becoming the best wrestler of all time. Challenge all kinds of opponents in epic fights with or without proper regulationsFind out more about this amazing game with our reviews. Story If you are a wrestling fan and would love to embark on the
ultimate journey of a wrestling champion, then the wrestling revolution 3D will definitely be pleasant to you. That being said, the game introduces players to every aspect of a wrestler's life and paths that you'll have to follow. Create your own characters with unique traits, start your career by participating in simple fights,
and then gain enough experience and prestige to move to higher tournaments. Find a manager and sponsors who could help you develop your career. Work hard and you'll have a chance to fight the big boys at the world championships. Of course, the exciting and hilarious mechanics of wrestling would surely please
you. Here you will find all the exciting features that the game has to offer:For the first time, Android players will have the opportunity to experience this awesome and addictive wrestling game on their mobile devices. Find yourself having access to all the unique aspects of the wrestling business, not just within the right,
but also companies happening outside it. Create your own characters, practice and train your skills so you can enter tournaments, sign contracts with a well-known manager and appear in the most popular wrestling events. The game is reserved for the most adhesive wrestling fans because you will have the opportunity
to pick up more activity as a professional wrestler, from negotiating contracts to pick up your heavy combat schedules. The road to becoming a legendary wrestler requires a huge amount of effort. For starters, the game introduces players to interactive character customizations where they could easily create unique
characters from the default options. Feel free to let your creativity do the work and you have your own wrestler in this gameOn top of it, as you dive deeper into the game, there will be more interesting features to pick up. Dress the wrestler in all kinds of costumes and adjust your input music as you wished. Players in
wrestling revolution 3D will find themselves in the prelude to real challenges as they climb the ladder to become a famous professional wrestler. That being said, you'll need to take on more than 300 different characters that spread across multiple promotions in the game. Download each promotion, and the next one is
much harder than the previous ones. Take heavier challengers every time you step into the ring. The game has relatively simple touch controls that allow players to quickly familiarize themselves with the game and the struggles. In addition, you will also have access to intuitive tutorials that will teach you how to effectively
fight in wrestling revolution 3D. In order for your characters to be more able to cope with escalating fights, you will need to prepare properly, both physically and mentally for challenges. Start by familiarize yourself with fights through multiple workouts. Learn to fight effectively in the ring, discover more skills while hitting
your opponent in the buttocks. With Wrestling Revolution 3D, players will have their chances to experience the most enjoyable wrestling challenges. Start by fighting in different arenas with unique ring shapes. You can even enjoy the first war games. On top of that, the fights in Wrestling Revolution 3D aren't just about
getting the best results by beating their opponents in a matter of seconds. Instead, you'll need to learn to entertain your viewers through realistic acting. Do your best to they experience the most satisfying experiences as they help you keep ticket prices high. In addition, you are also allowed to participate in exciting
custom matches where you are free to set your own rules. Explore Mix &amp; Match and create custom matches with unique sets of rules. Join your opponents in epic scuffles that could feature up to 20 different wrestlers. Enjoy a fight in the intuitive ring where you can use each object to hit your opponents. And if you
want, you can even kick the referee in the buttocks. And despite all the exciting features, the game is still free for all Android users to enjoy on their mobile devices. That being said, the game is currently available on the Google Play Store for free. So you can download it and install it without paying for anything. However,
your game would still have in-app purchases and commercials that might bore you. And to deal with this, it is recommended that you instead have our modified version of the game installed on your devices. Plus, you can make all kinds of purchases with unlimited money while enjoying the game without being bothered
by ads. Just download our Wrestling Revolution 3D Mod APK to your mobile devices. Follow our instruction to install it correctly on your Android devices. Now, you can fully enjoy the game. The game introduces players to a simple 3D graphic that makes it available on most current Android devices. However, this does
not mean that the game looks bad in any way. In facts, the unique animation system even allows it to have a smooth combination of skills. Thus, allowing for more satisfying fights, especially with your chain wrestling moves. In addition, you are also allowed to enjoy the game from multiple camera angles, which can be
changed depending on your personal preferences. And most importantly, adjustable graphics will allow you to enjoy smooth and satisfying play on multiple Android devices. In addition to interesting graphics, Wrestling Revolution 3D also introduces gamers to immersive audio experiences. That being said, you can find
yourself struggling in an epic ring, surrounded by thousands of screaming fans. What could be more exciting than that? Hardcore wrestling fans will definitely find this game interesting as it allows you to fully immerse yourself in the world of wrestlers and wrestling businesses. On top of that, epic brawls involving up to 20
fighters will be extremely fun to watch and participate in. So don't miss it! El campeón de peso pesado de la lucha móvil: ¡celebramos más de 60 millones de descargas! La revolución de la lucha entra en la tercera dimensión, donde ahora presenta los DOS aspectos de los negocios en un universo épico. Una carrera de
lucha te reta a tomar fotos en el ring, mientras que una carrera de reserva and hacer permite detrás de escena, promoviendo partidos entretenidos cada semana para clasificaciones. ¡I si jugar Pro no es suficiente, un Passback Pass separado and permite jugar a Dios registrando tus cambios en las 9 listas antes de
poner a tus inmortales uno contra el otro en partidas soñadas de tu propia creación! Android Compatible {4.0 y ARRIBA} Versión de Android Compatible:- Jelly Beans (4.1-4.3.1) - KitKat (4.4-4.4.4) - Lollipop (5.0-5.0.2) - Marsh Marsh Turrón (7.0 - 7.1.1) - Oreo (8.0-8.1) - Pastel (9.0) Wrestling Revolution 3D MOD APK
(Unlocked), wrestling sports game is now available for Android. You can download the MOD version of this game for free via the link below the article. [ShowHide]NameWrestling Revolution 3DPackageair.WR3DFreePublisherMDickieCategorySportsVersion1.701Size34MMOD FeaturesUnlocked AllRequiresAndroid
4.0WWE is no stranger to fans of this sport. In it, gladiators fight each other very hard, not following any rules. But the fact is that these matches are scripted, which is only for performance. Nevertheless, WWE continues to give viewers excitement, drama, for which viewers seem to watch an action movie. This show
brought together the world's top martial artists such as Seth Rollins, Roman Reigns, Ronda Rousey, ... With the two main shows of this program, RAW and SmackDown attracted huge audiences worldwide and brought in more than $1 billion each year. Inspired by WWE, MDickie developed Wrestling Revolution 3D, an
exciting and dramatic action fighting game. Do you like the WWE game show on television? Would you like to join this once? With a brand new version, this game will surely please fans of sports games, especially wrestling. Meet WWEComing superstars to Wrestling Revolution 3D you'll come across famous names from
many programs like RAW, SmackDown or even NXT. This game is its own world-famous superstars such as Angel Dust, Monty Python, Demento, Danny Might, etc. With the large number of characters the game offers, it will certainly excite you and want to start collecting famous wrestlers. But before you do this, you
should also take into account the character statistics to make decisions about whether or not to include them in the squad. Because the character statistics are not exactly the same as in real life and are reasonably balanced so you can train them as a real coach. ModesThere are two modes of the game that can be
selected, which include the method of exercise and the way of competing. Like other classic wrestling games, Wrestling Revolution 3D allows players to select a character and then select an opponent for the upcoming match. Before starting, players can customize the arena according to their wishes (turn off the shadow,
reduce crowd details, set arena size limits, enable/disable the referee). All the player sees is an American stadium and a wrestling arena. tough opponents and gradually climbing the ranks to become the world's top fighter. The training mode will change the perspective of the character. Players are free to change by
clicking on the sides of the menu. The advice for those new to Wrestling Revolution 3D is to choose a training method first to familiarize them with the environment of WWE competitions as well as continue their practical fighting skills. You may not know, WWE Mayhem is also a very interesting wrestling game.
GameplayWrestling Revolution 3D has a similar gameplay to other games of the same genre. In which players will participate in 1vs1 battles in the ring. Control characters by using the virtual buttons displayed on the screen. Specifically, up/down/right/left keys to move the character. The A/G/R/P/T keys help the
character perform attacks, wrestle, pick something up and throw it at the opponent. Raising your opponent and wrestling him to the ground, for concerning him unable to move with a lock on his neck, take him off with a kick and make him unconscious. Even when you're playing, you can make fun of the referee going
crazy. Change the perspective of a character by clicking the eye icon (in the right corner of the screen). Pause the camera angle by clicking the Watch icon. Although the basic controls are the same, each character has a different skill set, suitable for each character's style. GraphicsWrestling Revolution 3D has extremely
beautiful 3D graphics. The characters are simulated as real people, and not only that, the scenes that use wrestling skills are also very well done. Sound is a plus point that makes matches more realistic, the voice of the referee or character is also very well thought out. When you beat your opponent, you will hear a

standing ovation and a standing ovation and his name resonated in the stands. MOD APK version of Wrestling Revolution 3DMOD featuresUnlocked All: Unlock all game features. Download Wrestling Revolution 3D MOD APK for Android It can be said that Wrestling Revolution 3D perfectly simulated the hot, passionate
atmosphere of the most intense arena in the world under vivid and beautiful 3D graphics. This game has some violence so it's not for kids. You should consider it before downloading it to your phone. Phone.
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